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South Korea simulates attack 
on North’s nuke site after test

SEOUL, South Korea — Following U.S. warnings to North 
Korea of a “massive military response,” South Korea on Mon-
day fired missiles into the sea to simulate an attack on the North’s 
main nuclear test site a day after Pyongyang detonated its largest 
ever nuclear test explosion.

South Korea’s Defense Ministry also said Monday that North 
Korea appeared to be planning a future missile launch, possibly 
of an ICBM, to show off its claimed ability to target the United 
States with nuclear weapons, though it was unclear when this 
might happen.

The heated words from the United States and the military 
maneuvers in South Korea are becoming familiar responses to 
North Korea’s rapid, as-yet unchecked pursuit of a viable arsenal 
of nuclear-tipped missiles that can strike the United States. The 
most recent, and perhaps most dramatic, advancement came Sun-
day in an underground test of what leader Kim Jong Un’s govern-
ment claimed was a hydrogen bomb, the North’s sixth nuclear test 
since 2006.

Chang Kyung-soo, an official with South Korea’s Defense 
Ministry, told lawmakers that Seoul was seeing preparations in the 
North for an ICBM test but didn’t provide details about how offi-
cials had reached that assessment. Chang also said the yield from 
the latest nuclear detonation appeared to be about 50 kilotons, 
which would mark a “significant increase” from North Korea’s 
past nuclear tests.

In a series of tweets, President Donald Trump threatened to 
halt all trade with countries doing business with the North, a 
veiled warning to China, and faulted South Korea for what he 
called “talk of appeasement.”

S. Koreans worry North Korean 
nukes will damage US alliance

SEOUL, South Korea — U.S. President Donald Trump took 
to Twitter following North Korea’s strongest-ever nuclear test 
explosion to criticize both Koreas and China. But his tweets will 
get as much attention in Asia for what’s missing as for their tough 
words.

Following the clearest sign yet that North Korea is fast 
approaching a viable arsenal of nuclear-tipped missiles capable of 
hitting the U.S. mainland, Trump again skipped what for decades 
has been the bedrock of U.S. policy on the Korean Peninsula: A 
firm assurance that the United States would defend South Korea 
against any attack.

This feeds a growing worry that has many in South Korea and 
Japan asking a startling question. Could Trump and North Korean 
leader Kim Jong Un want the same thing, namely a separation, 
or “decoupling,” of the decades-old security alliance between the 
United States and its top Asian allies, South Korea and Japan?

The White House has occasionally issued statements in which 
Trump has repeated what past presidents regularly declared about 
the U.S. commitment to defend its Asian allies. But his public 
comments on the alliance have more often reflected deep skepti-
cism — and skipped any security reassurance.

Trump, for instance, previously questioned the expensive sta-
tioning of U.S. troops in South Korea and Japan, and suggested 
that Seoul and Tokyo pursue nukes themselves, instead of relying 
on the so-called U.S. nuclear umbrella. Trump also appears to be 
taking a shot at another pillar of the U.S.-South Korean alliance, 
a hard-fought free trade deal, by considering triggering a with-
drawal from the agreement, a U.S. business lobbying group said 
over the weekend.

Trump expected to end program 
for young immigrants

WASHINGTON — President Donald Trump is expected to 
announce that he will end protections for young immigrants who 
were brought into the country illegally as children, but with a six-
month delay, people familiar with the plans said.

The delay in the formal dismantling of the Deferred Action for 
Childhood Arrivals, or DACA program, would be intended to give 
Congress time to decide whether it wants to address the status of 
the so-called Dreamers legislation, according to two people famil-
iar with the president’s thinking. But it was not immediately clear 
how the six-month delay would work in practice and what would 
happen to people who currently have work permits under the pro-
gram, or whose permits expire during the six-month stretch.

It also was unclear exactly what would happen if Congress 
failed to pass a measure by the considered deadline, they said. 
The two spoke on condition of anonymity because they were 
not authorized to discuss the matter ahead of a planned Tuesday 
announcement.

The president, who has been grappling with the issue for 
months, has been known to change his mind in the past and could 

still shift course. The plan was first reported by Politico Sunday 
evening.

Trump has been wrestling for months with what to do with 
the Obama-era DACA program, which has given nearly 800,000 
young immigrants a reprieve from deportation and the ability to 
work legally in the form of two-year, renewable work permits.

Mayor says Houston ‘open for 
business’ despite huge hurdles

HOUSTON — Houston’s mayor insists that America’s 
fourth-largest city is “open for business,” but with areas under 
water, people not yet in their homes, and billions in damage to 
repair, major disasters that Harvey created are by no means 
resolved.

Mayor Sylvester Turner said much of the city was hoping to 
get back on track after Labor Day.

“Anyone who was planning on a conference or a convention 
or a sporting event or a concert coming to this city, you can still 
come,” he told CBS. “We can do multiple things at the same time.”

One worry, of further explosions at a damaged chemical plant, 
lessened after officials carried out a controlled burn Sunday eve-
ning of highly unstable compounds at the Arkema plant in Crosby. 
Three trailers had previously caught fire after Harvey’s floodwa-
ters knocked out generators.

Authorities said they would keep monitoring the air, and peo-
ple living within a mile and a half of the site outside Houston are 
still evacuated. But floodwaters also have inundated at least five 
toxic waste Superfund sites near Houston and some may be dam-
aged, though Environmental Protection Agency officials have yet 
to assess the full extent of what occurred.

Harvey’s floodwaters mix a foul 
brew of sewage, chemicals

Harvey’s filthy floodwaters pose significant dangers to 
human safety and the environment even after water levels drop 
far enough that southeast Texas residents no longer fear for their 
lives, according to experts.

Houston already was notorious for sewer overflows following 
rainstorms. Now the system, with 40 wastewater treatment plants 
across the far-flung metropolis, faces an unprecedented challenge.

State officials said several dozen sewer overflows had been 
reported in areas affected by the hurricane, including Corpus 
Christi. Private septic systems in rural areas could fail as well.

Also stirred into the noxious brew are spilled fuel, runoff from 
waste sites, lawn pesticides and pollutants from the region’s many 
petroleum refineries and chemical plants.

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency reported Sunday 
that of the 2,300 water systems contacted by federal and state 
regulators, 1,514 were fully operational. More than 160 systems 
issued notices advising people to boil water before drinking it, and 
50 were shut down.

Mnuchin: Congress needs to tie 
Harvey aid to debt limit bill

WASHINGTON — Congress needs to combine a $7.9 billion 
disaster relief package for Harvey with a contentious increase in 
the nation’s borrowing limit, Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin 
says, arguing it is needed to ensure storm victims in Texas get the 
help they need.

“The president and I believe that it should be tied to the Har-
vey funding,” Mnuchin said Sunday. “If Congress appropriates 
the money, but I don’t have the ability to borrow more money and 
pay for it, we’re not going to be able to get that money to the state. 
So, we need to put politics aside.”

President Donald Trump visited storm-ravaged areas in Texas 

over the weekend, expressing hope for speedy congressional 
action on Harvey aid. But some House conservatives are opposed 
to directly pairing disaster aid with an increase in the debt limit, 
saying it sends the wrong message on overall government spend-
ing. Democrats have also been cool to the approach.

Linking the two issues could make it politically difficult for 
lawmakers to oppose the debt-limit bill.

Trump plans to meet with congressional leaders from both par-
ties this week as lawmakers return to Washington after their sum-
mer recess.

Wounded and ‘afraid,’ Rohingya 
seek Bangladesh hospital aid

COX’S BAZAR, Bangladesh — With Rohingya refugees still 
streaming across the swampy border into Bangladesh, one hospi-
tal was struggling Monday to treat dozens of men who had arrived 
with broken bones, bullet wounds and horrific stories of death.

Already, some 73,000 Rohingya Muslims have entered Ban-
gladesh in fleeing violence in western Myanmar, which erupted 
Aug. 25. The refugees have filled three existing refugee camps set 
up in the 1990s, aid workers say. Thousands more were sheltering 
wherever they could find space.

“We have heard reports of people cordoned off in the area” 
near the border, said UNHCR spokeswoman Vivian Tan. “We 
have also heard reports that at some border points, controls have 
been relaxed.”

UNHCR field agents had yet to gain access to border areas 
to fully assess the situation, but aid workers said many refugees 
needed medical attention for respiratory diseases, infections and 
malnutrition.

On Monday, a clutch of refugees carrying nothing but bed 
sheets and personal documents in plastic bags were squatting in 
the open behind the Cox’s Bazar Sadar Hospital, about two hours 
from the nearest border point.

Millions who buy health insurance 
brace for sharp increases

WASHINGTON — Millions of people who buy individ-
ual health insurance policies and get no financial help from the 
Affordable Care Act are bracing for another year of double-digit 
premium increases, and their frustration is boiling over.

Some are expecting premiums for 2018 to rival a mortgage 
payment.

What they pay is tied to the price of coverage on the health 
insurance markets created by the Obama-era law, but these con-
sumers get no protection from the law’s tax credits, which cush-
ion against rising premiums. Instead they pay full freight and bear 
the brunt of market problems such as high costs and diminished 
competition.

On Capitol Hill, there’s a chance that upcoming bipartisan 
hearings by Sens. Lamar Alexander, R-Tenn., and Patty Mur-
ray, D-Wash., can produce legislation offering some relief. But it 
depends on Republicans and Democrats working together despite 
a seven-year health care battle that has left raw feelings on both 
sides.

The most exposed consumers tend to be middle-class people 
who don’t qualify for the law’s income-based subsidies. They 
include early retirees, skilled tradespeople, musicians, self-em-
ployed professionals, business owners, and people such as Sha-
ron Thornton, whose small employer doesn’t provide health 
insurance.

Growing dilemma: Automated 
jobs meet social consciousness

SAN FRANCISCO — Security guard Eric Leon watches 
the Knightscope K5 security robot as it glides through the mall, 
charming shoppers with its blinking blue and white lights. The 
brawny automaton records video and sounds alerts. According to 
its maker, it deters mischief just by making the rounds.

Leon, the all-too-human guard, feels pretty sure that the robot 
will someday take his job.

“He doesn’t complain,” Leon says. “He’s quiet. No lunch 
break. He’s starting exactly at 10.”

Even in the technology hotbed stretching from Silicon Valley 
to San Francisco, a security robot can captivate passers-by. But the 
K5 is only one of a growing menagerie of automated novelties in 
a region where you can eat a delivered pizza made via automation 
and drink beers at a bar served by an airborne robot. This summer, 
the San Francisco Chronicle published a tech tourism guide listing 
a dozen or so places where tourists can observe robots and auto-
mation in action.

Yet San Francisco is also where workers were the first to 
embrace mandatory sick leave and fully paid parental leave. Vot-
ers approved a $15 hourly minimum wage in 2014, a requirement 
that Gov. Jerry Brown signed into law for the entire state in 2016. 
And now one official is pushing a statewide “tax” on robots that 
automate jobs and put people out of work.
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United Nations U.S. Ambassador Nikki Haley addresses a 

U.N. Security Council meeting on North Korea Monday at 

U.N. headquarters. 
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Evening listings

MONDAY

MONDAY EVENING A - Charter Astoria/ Seaside    -  L - Charter Long Beach SEPTEMBER 4
A  L 6 PM 6:30 7 PM 7:30 8 PM 8:30 9 PM 9:30 10 PM 10:30 11 PM 11:30

(2) KATU (2) KATU News Back to School Special Jeopardy! Wheel of Fortune Bachelor in Paradise (N) To Tell the Truth KATU News (N) (:35) Jimmy Kimmel
(-) KOMO (4) KOMO 4 News (N) Wheel of Fortune Jeopardy! Bachelor in Paradise (N) To Tell the Truth KOMO 4 News (N) (:35) Jimmy Kimmel
(-) KING (5) NBC News (N) KING 5 News KING 5 News Evening American Ninja Warrior "Las Vegas: Finals Night One" (N) Midnight, Texas "Angel Heart" (N) KING 5 News (:35) Tonight Show
(6) KOIN (-) KOIN Local 6 (N) Evening News (N) Extra Ent. Tonight Big Bang Theory Fall Preview (N) Mom Life in Pieces Scorpion KOIN 6 News (N) (:35) Colbert
(-) KIRO (7) KIRO 7 News (N) Evening News (N) The Insider Ent. Tonight Big Bang Theory Fall Preview (N) Mom Life in Pieces Scorpion KIRO News (N) (:35) Colbert
(8) KGW (-) KGW News at 6:00 p.m. (N) Live at 7 (N) Inside Edition American Ninja Warrior "Las Vegas: Finals Night One" (N) Midnight, Texas "Angel Heart" (N) KGW News (N) (:35) Tonight Show
(9) KRCW (3) Last Man Standing Last Man Standing Modern Family Modern Family Supergirl "Ace Reporter" Hooten and the Lady "Egypt" News at 10 (N) Two and a Half Two and a Half Met Your Mother
(10) KOPB (10) This Old House Business (N) PBS NewsHour (N) Ken Burns "American Sampler" Focuses on Ken's documentaries and short series. Emmylou Harris: At the Ryman Rick Steves
(12) KPTV (12) 6 O'Clock News (N) Family Feud Family Feud So You Think You Can Dance "Top 7 Perform" (N) 10 O'Clock News (N) News (N) Raising Hope
(13) KPDX (-) Mike & Molly Mike & Molly Big Bang Theory Big Bang Theory FOX 12's News (N) 9 O'Clock News (N) Family Guy Family Guy American Dad! Cleveland Show
(-) KCPQ (13) Modern Family Modern Family Big Bang Theory Big Bang Theory So You Think You Can Dance "Top 7 Perform" (N) Q13 News at 10 (N) Q13 News (N) The Simpsons
(20) TBS (20) Family Guy Family Guy Family Guy Family Guy Family Guy Family Guy Family Guy Family Guy American Dad! People of Earth Conan
(-) KZJO (22) Last Man Standing Last Man Standing The Goldbergs Friends Modern Family Modern Family Q13 News at 9 (N) Big Bang Theory Big Bang Theory Two and a Half Two and a Half
(29) ESPN (29) (5:00) NCAA Football Tennessee vs. Georgia Tech (L) SportsCenter With Scott Van Pelt Scott Van Pelt presents the day in sports. (N) SportsCenter (N) SportsCenter (N)
(30) ESPN2 (30) (4:00) ITF Tennis U.S. Open (L) E:60 SEC Storied "The Book of Manning" Jalen & Jacoby (N) MLB Baseball Milwaukee vs Cincinnati
(31) NICK (31) The Loud House Henry Danger Henry Danger The Thundermans NickyRickyDicky Full House Full House Full House Full House Friends Friends
(32) DISN (32) Raven's Home Bunk'd K.C. Undercover Raven's Home Andi Mack Stuck in Middle Bizaardvark Andi Mack Liv and Maddie K.C. Undercover Bizaardvark Raven's Home
(34) FAM (34) ��� Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 2 (2011, Adventure) Emma Watson, Rupert Grint, Daniel Radcliffe. ��� Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory (1971, Family) Peter Ostrum, Jack Albertson, Gene Wilder.
(35) FMC (35) (5:45) �� Ice Age: Continental Drift (‘12) Ray Romano. FXM Presents /(:40) �� Monte Carlo (‘11) Leighton Meester, Selena Gomez. (:50) FXM Presents �� Monte Carlo (2011, Romance) Leighton Meester, Katie Cassidy, Selena Gomez.
(36) LIFE (36) To Be Announced To Be Announced To Be Announced A Midsummer's Nightmare
(38) ROOT (38) (3:30) MLB Baseball Post-game MLB Baseball Houston Astros at Seattle Mariners Site: Safeco Field -- Seattle, Wash. Post-game NCAA Football Texas A&M at UCLA
(39) FS1 (39) (4:00) NHRA Drag Racing U.S. Nationals TUF: A New Champion MLB Whiparound (L) UFC "215: Johnson vs. Borg" FIFA Soccer World Cup Qualifier Slovakia vs. England
(43) SPIKE (43) Cops Cops Cops Cops Cops Cops Cops Cops Cops Cops Cops Cops
(44) COM (44) Broad City Broad City Broad City Broad City Broad City Broad City Broad City Broad City Broad City Broad City Broad City Broad City
(45) HIST (45) Amer. Pickers "A Few Good Junk Men" The New Age of Terror "War Without End" Road to 9/11 "Brooklyn Jihad (1990 - 1995)" (P) 1/3 (N) (:05) The New Age "War Without End"
(46) A&E (46) Streets of Compton "Special Edition" (N) Biggie: The Life of Notorious B.I.G. A revealing story about the late Christopher Wallace. (N) (:05) The Murder of Laci Peterson
(47) TLC (47) Casey Anthony "A Shallow Grave" C. Anthony "Ten Hours, 40 Minutes" Chandra Levy: An American Murder Mystery We examine the disappearance of Chandra Levy. (N) (:05) Chandra Levy Murder
(48) DISC (48) Diesel "Good Bros and Goodbyes" (N) Diesel Bro. "Feed the Beast-Mode" (N) Diesel Brothers: Trucked Out (N) Diesel "Race Against the Machine" (N) Gear Dogs (N) Diesel "Race Against the Machine"
(49) NGEO (49) Life Below Zero "Burn the Midnight Oil" Life Below Zero "Arctic Super Moon" Life Below Zero "Winter's Grip" Life Below 0 "Shelter from the Storm" Life Below Zero "False Start" Life Below 0 "Shelter from the Storm"
(50) TNT (50) (4:15) Man of Steel (‘13) Henry Cavill. (:15) ��� Avatar (2009, Fantasy) Sam Worthington, Giovanni Ribisi, Zoe Saldana. Will "Once, Bright Angel"
(51) AMC (51) (:55) Dead "Always Accountable" (:55) The Walking Dead "Heads Up" The Walking Dead "Start to Finish" Preacher "On Your Knees" (N) (:05) Loaded (N) (:05) Preacher "On Your Knees"
(52) USA (52) Chrisley Knows Chrisley Knows Chrisley Knows Chrisley Knows WWE Monday Night Raw (:05) Modern Fam (:35) Modern Fam
(53) FOOD (53) Diners, Drive-Ins "Big Time Barbecue" Diners...Dives "Knockout Burger Joints" Diners, Drive-Ins Diners, Drive-Ins Diners, Drive-Ins Diners, Drive-Ins I Hart Food (N) Diners, Drive-Ins Diners, Drive-Ins Diners, Drive-Ins
(54) HGTV (54) Fixer Upper "Retiring to the Country" Fixer "Tight Budgets and Big Dreams" TinyHouseHunters TinyHouseHunters Tiny House, Big (N) Tiny House, Big (N) House Hunters (N) House Hunters (N) House Hunters House Hunters
(56) FX (56) (5:30) ��� Captain America: The First Avenger (‘11) Hugo Weaving, Chris Evans. ���� Captain America: The Winter Soldier (2014, Action) Scarlett Johansson, Sebastian Stan, Chris Evans. Ride Along (‘14, Act/Com) Ice Cube.
(57) CNN (57) CNN Special CNN Special The Eighties "Raised on Television" How the VCR and remote control changed TV. Eighties "Video Killed the Radio Star" The Eighties "Greed is Good"
(58) FNC (58) The Five Hannity Tucker Carlson Tonight The Five Hannity Tucker Carlson Tonight
(61) CNBC (61) Shark Tank Amer. Greed "Top Gun of Fraud" (N) American Greed "The Real 'War Dogs'" American Greed: Scam American Greed "Top Gun of Fraud" Paid Program
(63) BRAV (63) Housewives "The Sip-N-See Stand Off" Real Housewives "Un-noble Women" Real Housewives "Run for Your Wife" The Real Housewives (N) The Real Housewives of Dallas (N) WatchWhat Real Housewives
(64) TCM (64) Movie (:45) �� Fat City (1972, Drama) Jeff Bridges, Susan Tyrrell, Stacy Keach. ��� Somebody Up There Likes Me (‘56) Pier Angeli, Paul Newman. (:45) �� Golden Boy (‘39) Barbara Stanwyck, William Holden.
(65) SYFY (65) Z Nation "They Grow Up So Quickly" Z Nation "Doc's Angels" Z Nation "The Siege of Murphytown" Z Nation "Duel" Z Nation "Everybody Dies in the End" Z Nation "No Mercy"
(162) RFD (162) American Rancher Red Steagall Horse Master Inside Reining Craig Cameron Rural Eve. News Roots Run Deep American Rancher Red Steagall Product Showcase


